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MONITOR’S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON AMENDED DECISIONS 

I. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

On August 7, 2006, the Court issued a Memorandum Opinion and Order directing the 

Monitor to further investigate and report to the Court regarding certain amended decisions.1 The 

focus of that order is a specific group of eighty-four amendments that occurred in seventy-eight 

                                                 
1  Previous Monitor reports on amended decisions include: Monitor’s Second Progress Report on 
Amended Adjudicator Decisions (Mar. 29, 2007); Monitor’s Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator 
Decisions (Jan. 16, 2007); Monitor’s Interim Follow-up Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions 
(Dec. 14, 2006); and Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions (Apr. 7, 2006). 
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claims.2 The Monitor submits this report to summarize the actions the Monitor has taken to 

investigate and attempt to resolve with the parties any problems relating to the amended 

decisions referenced in the Court’s August 7, 2006, Order. The parties have concluded that each 

claimant in this universe of claims either has received or is scheduled to receive appropriate 

cash relief. The Monitor agrees with the parties’ conclusion that these cash relief results comply 

with the Consent Decree. The parties reached agreement regarding appropriate debt relief for 

each claimant. The Monitor concurs with the parties’ assessments as to each of these claimants’ 

entitlement to debt relief. Although the parties appear to have agreed about debt relief in 

principle as to the universe of amended decisions claims addressed by this report, several tasks 

still remain in order to complete debt relief implementation.3 USDA has agreed to take certain 

steps necessary to ensure appropriate debt relief for all class members who are entitled to debt 

relief. The Monitor also investigated the re-screening of certain claim packages by the 

Facilitator. The Facilitator reports that no claimant was denied eligibility as a result of the 

eligibility re-screening process. 

Later in this report, the Monitor explains the general tasks that remain to be completed 

regarding implementation of cash relief and debt relief. The Monitor recommends that the Court 

order the Monitor to report to the Court again after the achievement of certain steps that are 

necessary to complete implementation. Those steps and their context are explained below.  

                                                 
2  The 84 claims include 23 “substantive” amendments and 61 “technical” amendments. See 
Memorandum Opinion and Order, dated August 7, 2006, available on the Monitor’s website at 
http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/orders/. 
3  It is possible that disagreements between the parties will arise when they attempt to resolve the final 
details of implementation of debt relief. Moreover, because reporting regarding the last few claims is not 
yet complete, it is possible that issues arising in those claims will cause implementation difficulties. 
However, at this juncture the Monitor is hopeful that the parties will be able to resolve any remaining 
issues as the parties work out the details of the last implementation issues,  
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A. The Court’s August 7, 2006, Order 

The Court’s August 7, 2006, Order requested that the Monitor obtain the information 

necessary to fully apprise the Court of the circumstances involved in: 

1. Any amended Adjudicator decision among the twenty-three 
previously identified as “other substantive” amendments; 

2. Any amended Adjudicator decision among the sixty-one previously 
identified as “technical” amendments where such amendments were not purely 
clerical and the amendments affected class members’ cash and/or debt relief; and 

3. Any instances in which the Facilitator initially notified a claimant that 
he or she was eligible to participate in the claims process, but later notified that 
same claimant that the eligibility decision had been “amended,” and that the 
claimant was no longer eligible. 

The Court ordered the Monitor, under the authority conferred in paragraph 12(b)(ii) of 

the Consent Decree, to attempt to resolve with the parties any problems regarding: 

1. Class members who received amended Adjudicator decisions that 
changed their cash relief; 

2. Class members who received amended Adjudicator decisions that 
changed their debt relief; and 

3. Claimants who received initial notification from the Facilitator that 
they were eligible to participate in the claims process, and then later received an 
amended notification or notice of rejection from the Facilitator, resulting in the 
denial of their opportunity to participate in the claims process. 

The Court directed the Monitor to report to the Court regarding the resolution of any 

problems in the above-described matters and the status of any unresolved matters. The Court 

also directed the Monitor to provide recommendations to the Court regarding any unresolved 

matters. 
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B. The Monitor’s Progress Reports 

The Monitor has been investigating the matters described in the Court’s August 7, 2006, 

Order since the issuance of that Order. The Monitor filed progress reports with the Court on 

December 14, 2006; January 16, 2007; and March 29, 2007. 

The Monitor’s Interim Follow-Up Report, filed December 14, 2006, described the status 

of  the Monitor’s requests for information from the Facilitator and from the United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA). 

The Monitor’s Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, filed January 16, 

2007, included as Exhibit 1 a letter to the Monitor from the Facilitator, which described the 

Facilitator’s understanding of the circumstances that led to amended Adjudicator decisions in 

certain Track A claims. The Facilitator’s letter also included a description of the screening 

procedures used by the Facilitator to determine whether class members met the eligibility 

criteria to participate in the claims process. 

The Monitor’s Second Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, filed March 

29, 2007, described the Monitor’s process for analyzing the cash relief and debt relief provided 

to each of the class members who received an amended Adjudicator decision that affected or 

may have affected the class member’s relief. This Progress Report described the Monitor’s 

efforts to confirm that the appropriate amounts of cash relief had been paid to each of the class 

members who received an amended decision affecting the class member’s cash relief. This 

Progress Report also described the information and records requested from USDA to confirm: 

(1) whether a class member had a history of USDA farm loan activity during the class period; 

and (2) if so, what debt relief, if any, USDA had provided to the class member. 
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C. Purpose of This Report 

In this report, the Monitor summarizes the results of the Monitor’s investigation and 

work with the parties to resolve any problems arising from the eighty-four amended Adjudicator 

decisions referenced in the Court’s August 7, 2006, Order. The Monitor also summarizes the 

information obtained from the Facilitator regarding the re-screening of approximately 4,600 

Claim Sheet and Election Forms in 1999. The Monitor recommends that the Court order the 

Monitor to report to the Court after certain outstanding tasks have been accomplished.  

D. Information Provided and Source of Data 

The Monitor has obtained data from the Facilitator and/or from USDA for each claim in 

which an amendment affected or may have affected a class member’s cash relief or debt relief. 

The Monitor has relied upon the data provided by the Facilitator and by USDA in analyzing the 

amendments and in making recommendations regarding the relief that is appropriate for each 

class member under Pigford. The Monitor has not independently verified the information 

provided by the Facilitator and USDA. 

This Monitor’s Report includes three exhibits. The first is Exhibit 1: Sample Debt Relief 

Records. The purpose of the Exhibit is to illustrate the steps the Monitor and the parties took to 

discern from USDA loan records information relevant to debt relief implementation for each 

prevailing credit claim in this universe of claims. The second and third exhibits are memoranda 

provided by USDA to the Monitor. Exhibit 2 is Information Memo for the Monitor, Memo #4, 

“Criteria for Discharging Loans Under the Consent Decree.” Exhibit 3 is Information Memo for 

the Monitor, Memo #6, “Interpreting USDA Computer and Archived Records.” 
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The Monitor has provided the parties with the following charts, which are in draft form: 

Chart A: Tentative Cash Relief Data for Claims with “Substantive” 
Amendments. 

Chart B: Tentative Cash Relief Data for Claims with “Technical” 
Amendments. 

Chart C: Tentative Debt Relief Data for Prevailing Credit Claims. 

The draft charts indicate tasks that remain to be completed for certain claimants. These 

tasks include payment of recently-awarded cash relief, the provision of recently-requested 

documents and the implementation of debt relief in recently-issued decisions. Once these tasks 

are completed and the charts are finalized, the Monitor will file the charts with the Court. 

E. Process of Analysis and Problem-Solving 

The Monitor has worked with the government and with Class Counsel to assess whether 

the twenty-three amendments deemed “substantive” by the Facilitator and the sixty-one 

amendments deemed “technical” by the Facilitator affected class members’ cash relief or debt 

relief. The Monitor has collected and provided to the parties information regarding the cash and 

debt relief each class member has received. The Monitor and the parties reviewed records 

relevant to these claims to assess whether each of the affected class member’s cash relief and 

debt relief is appropriate. The Monitor invited the government and Class Counsel to raise any 

concerns they had regarding the relief due to this group of class members. The Monitor 

considered the parties’ reported concerns and provided the parties with recommendations 

regarding the appropriate relief for each affected class member. 

F. Conclusions 

As explained more fully in section III below, the parties have reported no substantive 

disagreement with the final cash relief award for any class members who received an amended 
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Adjudicator decision. Nearly all of the seventy-eight class members who received amended 

Adjudicator decisions and are entitled to cash payments have received those cash payments. 

Only three class members who are entitled to cash relief are still awaiting payment of some or 

all of that relief. 

As explained more fully in section IV below, the parties have worked with the Monitor 

to resolve problems relating to the implementation of debt relief for all of the class members 

who are entitled to debt relief. 

 II. AMENDED ADJUDICATOR DECISIONS 

The Court’s August 7, 2006, Order, described different categories of amended 

Adjudicator decisions in which the amendment affected class members’ relief. The Court’s 

concerns related to one of the categories, the “Conservation Loan” group, were resolved by a 

June 12, 2006, Stipulation and Order.4 This report does not address the “Conservation Loan” 

group of amendments, except to the extent that class members in the “Conservation Loan” 

group also received a second amended Adjudicator decision.5 

                                                 
4  The “Conservation Loan” group of amendments involved a group of claims in which class members 
had alleged discrimination under the “Conservation Loan” program listed on page 3 of the Claim Sheet 
and Election Form. An issue arose early in the implementation of the Consent Decree regarding whether 
certain of these claims involved allegations of discrimination in a farm credit program or in a non-credit 
benefit program. Pursuant to the Stipulation and Order dated June 12, 2006, the Adjudicator’s amended 
decision was vacated for a list of claims identified as part of the “Conservation Loan” group. The 
Stipulation reinstated the Adjudicator’s original decision for the listed claims, and afforded USDA the 
right to file a petition for Monitor review on the sole question of whether the claim alleged 
discrimination in a farm credit program or in a non-credit program. Pigford v. Johanns, Stipulation and 
Order, ¶ 1 (D.D.C. June 12, 2006). 
5  Three of the class members in the “Conservation Loan” amendments group received more than one 
amended decision. The Monitor has reviewed the “technical” amendments these class members received, 
and these class members’ claims are included in this report. 
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This report concerns two other categories of amended Adjudicator decisions that 

affected or may have affected class members’ relief: (1) twenty-three “substantive” amendments 

and (2) sixty-one “technical” amendments. 

A. Background About the Twenty-Three “Substantive” Amendments 

In the Facilitator’s database, “substantive” amendments are amendments that changed a 

class member’s relief after review by the Adjudicator.6 In addition to the substantive 

amendments in the Conservation Loan group discussed above, twenty-three class members 

received amended Adjudicator decisions that the Facilitator classified as “substantive.”7 The 

Monitor’s April 7, 2006, Report provided information about the relief awarded, any petition for 

review that had been filed and routed to the Monitor, and the relief received as of April 7, 2006, 

for the twenty-three class members. Simultaneously with the filing of the Monitor’s April 7, 

2006, Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, the Monitor filed under seal a copy of the 

original and amended decisions the Monitor had received from the Facilitator for these twenty-

three substantive amendments. 

B. Background About the Sixty-One “Technical” Amendments 

In the Facilitator’s database, “technical” amendments are amendments that did not result 

from a review by the Adjudicator or from an agreement of the parties. These amendments were 

made by the Facilitator to correct errors the Facilitator deemed technical or administrative.8 The 

                                                 
6  See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, at 5, and Exhibit A, Letter from the 
Facilitator, at 1 (Apr. 7, 2006). 
7  In the Monitor’s April 7, 2006, Report, Exhibits B, C, and E reported information about the 
23 ”other substantive” amendments using unique claimant identification numbers 44 through 66. The 
Monitor has used those same identifiers in this report. See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator 
Decisions, April 7, 2006, Exhibits B, C, and E. 
8  See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, at 6-7, and Exhibit A, Letter from the 
Facilitator, at 3 (Apr. 7, 2006). 
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Facilitator reported to the Monitor that most of the technical amendments involved corrections 

to class members’ identifying information, such as name, address, social security number, or 

gender salutation. The Monitor’s April 7, 2006, Report provided information about initial 

awards of relief, any petitions for review that had been filed and routed to the Monitor, and the 

final relief received as of April 7, 2006, by the class members who received amended 

Adjudicator decisions with technical amendments.9  

Simultaneously with the filing of this report, the Monitor has filed under seal a copy of 

the original and amended decisions the Monitor has received from the Facilitator for the sixty-

one technical amendments. Because some class members in this group received more than one 

amended decision, the sixty-one technical amendments involve a total of fifty-eight claims. 

C. Structure of a Track A Decision 

As explained in a previous Monitor’s report, Track A Adjudicator decisions are 

generally three pages long.10 

1. Page 1 is a “boilerplate” cover page that recites the criteria for 
recovery and indicates that the claimant either did or did not prevail. 

2. Page 2 is the narrative text of the Adjudicator’s decision.11 

3. Page 3 is a “relief” page that is based on page 2. 

The Facilitator uses an automated system to produce pages 1 and 3 of the decision.12 

                                                 
9  Exhibit D reported information about technical amendments using unique claimant identification 
numbers. The Monitor has used those same identifiers in this report. See Monitor’s Report on Amended 
Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit D (Apr. 7, 2006). 
10  See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit A, Letter from the Facilitator, 
at 1 (Apr. 7, 2006). 
11  Occasionally, the narrative text of the Adjudicator’s decision fills more than one page. The 
references to “page 1, page 2, and page 3” in this report are meant to describe the three parts of a 
Track A decision. They may not literally correspond to the page numbers in every decision.  
12  See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit A, Letter from the Facilitator, 
at 1 (Apr. 7, 2006). 
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D. Reasons for Amendments 

The Facilitator’s April 6, 2006, letter, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Monitor’s April 7, 

2006, Report on Amended Decisions, describes the types of administrative errors that led to 

certain “technical” amendments that affected a class member’s relief.13 For example, technical 

amendments were made when it came to the Facilitator’s attention that a class member received 

a decision in which the decision “jacket” (pages 1 and 3 of the decision) were inconsistent with 

the Adjudicator’s decision text (page two of the decision). The amended decision revised 

pages 1 and 3 to correspond with the relief provided in the text of the Adjudicator’s narrative 

decision. 

Additional technical amendments affecting relief resulted from a class member receiving 

what the Facilitator has called the “wrong decision text” for his or her claim. In these claims, 

page 2 of a class member’s original Track A decision did not comport with the class member’s 

allegations of discrimination in the Claim Sheet and Election Form. According to the 

Facilitator, these class members mistakenly received decisions that were actually written for 

other class members. The amended decision provided the correct decision for their claim. 

In other technical amendments affecting relief, corrections or clarifications were made to 

the decision text on page 2 and to the relief described on page 3. Eighteen of these amendments 

clarified the USDA program or year at issue; other amendments clarified or corrected the text of 

the Adjudicator’s decision in some other way. 

In response to the Court’s August 7, 2006, Memorandum Opinion and Order, the 

Monitor asked the Facilitator to provide additional explanation of the circumstances that led to  

                                                 
13  See Monitor’s Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit A, Letter from the Facilitator 
(Apr. 7, 2006). 
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the amendment of Adjudicator decisions that affected class members’ relief. The Facilitator 

provided a letter dated January 15, 2007, in response to the Monitor’s request.14 In general, the 

Facilitator explained in the letter that amendments were prompted either: (1) by a request from a 

party (a claimant, Class Counsel, or the government); or (2) by the Facilitator’s internal quality 

control review process. In some cases, according to the Facilitator’s January 15, 2007, letter, the 

government contacted the Facilitator regarding a claim in which a credit award was granted for 

a “Conservation Loan” and the government believed the Adjudicator should have awarded non-

credit relief because the class member’s Claim Sheet and Election Form alleged discrimination 

in a farm benefit program.15 In a few cases, according to the January 15, 2007, Facilitator letter, 

amended decisions were issued when the Chief Adjudicator reviewed a claim because more 

than one Adjudicator had written a decision for the claim and, as a result, the two adjudication 

decisions needed to be reconciled. The Facilitator’s January 15, 2007, letter also explains that in 

some claims a letter or other document was filed with the Facilitator regarding the Adjudicator 

decision. The Facilitator classified some of this correspondence as a petition for Monitor 

review. In some of these cases, according to the Facilitator’s letter, the Facilitator issued an 

amended decision and withdrew or “closed” the petition.16 

III. AMENDMENTS THAT AFFECTED CLASS MEMBER CASH RELIEF 

The Facilitator provided to the Monitor updated information regarding the cash relief 

provided in the original and amended Adjudicator decisions, the outcome of any petition for 

                                                 
14  The letter is attached as Exhibit 1 to the Monitor’s Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator 
Decisions (Jan. 16, 2007). 
15  These claims were not part of the “Conservation Loan” group, but the issues raised in these claims 
are similar to the issues presented by the “Conservation Loan” group. 
16  See Monitor’s Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit 1, Letter from the 
Facilitator, at 5 (Jan. 16, 2007). 
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Monitor review, and the amount of cash relief each class member has been paid. As noted 

above, the Monitor has provided to the parties draft charts that summarize this information. As 

explained above, when the last claims in this group are processed for cash relief and for debt 

relief, and when all USDA reporting to the Monitor is complete, the Monitor will finalize the 

charts and file them with the Court. 

A. Summary of Investigation 

According to the information reported by the Facilitator, a total of thirty-six class 

members in this universe of claims received amended decisions that changed the Adjudicator’s 

original award of cash relief. Thirteen of the thirty-six amended decisions are part of the 

“substantive” group of amendments. Twenty-three of the thirty-six amended decisions are part 

of the “technical” amendment group. 

B. Substantive Amendments Affecting Cash Relief 

The Monitor has analyzed the thirteen substantive amendments in which a class 

member’s cash relief was affected by the amended Adjudicator decision. In three of the thirteen 

claims, the amended decision increased a class member’s cash relief. In ten of the claims, the 

amended decision decreased a class member’s cash relief. 

In eight of the ten claims in which cash relief decreased, the class member’s relief 

changed from credit relief to non-credit relief. In eight of the ten claims in which amended 

decisions decreased a class member’s cash relief, the claimant or USDA petitioned for Monitor 

review. In some of the claims, the Monitor directed reexamination of the claim; in other claims, 

the Monitor denied reexamination. 
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C. Technical Amendments Affecting Cash Relief 

The Facilitator reports that a total of twenty-three “technical” amendments involve 

claims in which amended decisions affected cash relief. Five of the twenty-three claims listed in 

the technical amendment group are claims for which more than one amendment was made. In 

these five claims, it was not the technical amendment that affected cash relief—instead, the cash 

relief was affected by either a prior or subsequent substantive amendment. 

The remaining technical amendments affecting cash relief resulted from the type of 

administrative problems described in the Facilitator’s April 6, 2006, letter. In fifteen of the 

twenty-three technical amendments, the Facilitator reported that the original Adjudicator 

decision was issued with the “wrong decision jacket” or “wrong decision text.” Three other 

technical amendments that affected cash relief involved similar types of amendments. 

D. Determining Appropriate Amount of Cash Relief 

To determine the appropriate cash relief for each of the class members who received an 

amended decision affecting cash relief, the Monitor reviewed the following types of documents: 

the class member’s Claim Sheet and Election Form, USDA’s Claim Response, the original 

Adjudicator decision, the amended Adjudicator decision(s), any petition for Monitor review, 

any petition response, and any decision by the Adjudicator on reexamination. The Monitor 

shared with the parties the information provided by the Facilitator on the decisions each class 

member received in the claims process and the cash relief awarded for each claimant in the final 

decision for the claim. Neither USDA nor Class Counsel has raised a substantive concern with 

the appropriateness of the final cash relief award for any individual class members who received 

amended Adjudicator decisions that affected their cash relief. 
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E. Determining Amount of Cash Relief Payments 

Under paragraph 9(a)(iii)(B) of the Consent Decree, class members who prevail in a 

Track A credit claim receive a cash payment of $50,000 from the Judgment Fund.17 Cash relief 

for credit claims is paid to class members by the Facilitator. According to the Facilitator’s 

report, only two cash relief payments for Track A credit claims remain outstanding for claims 

the Monitor has been investigating pursuant to the Court’s August 7, 2006, Order.18 

A February 7, 2001, Stipulation and Order set cash relief for non-credit claims at $3,000. 

Cash relief for non-credit claims is paid directly by USDA. USDA notifies the Facilitator of the 

$3,000 non-credit relief payment. To confirm that a $3,000 non-credit payment was made, the 

Monitor reviewed information from USDA and from the Facilitator’s records of reports the 

Facilitator has received from USDA. For some class members, USDA is able to provide the 

date on which a check was issued; for others, USDA cannot yet confirm that the check has been 

issued. Based on the information provided by the Facilitator and USDA, it appears that only one 

class member’s non-credit cash relief award remains outstanding for claims the Monitor has 

been investigating pursuant to the Court’s August 7, 2007, Order.19 

IV. AMENDMENTS THAT AFFECTED CLASS MEMBER DEBT RELIEF 

Pursuant to paragraph 9(a)(iii)(A) of the Consent Decree, class members who prevail on 

Track A credit claims are entitled to debt relief. Class members who are denied relief or who 

prevail only on non-credit claims are not eligible for debt relief. The Monitor analyzed the 

                                                 
17  The Judgment Fund is described in 38 U.S.C. § 1304. 
18  One of these situations involves an Adjudicator reexamination decision that was issued on June 1, 
2007. The other involves a claim in which USDA petitioned for Monitor review, and the Monitor denied 
USDA’s petition on May 25, 2007. The Monitor expects that payment will be made soon for these two 
claims, in the normal course of payment processing. 
19  This situation involves an Adjudicator decision that was issued on June 13, 2007. The Monitor 
expects that payment will be made soon, in the normal course of payment processing. 
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Track A claims in the group of “substantive” amendments and in the group of “technical” 

amendments to determine whether the amendments affected the class members’ debt relief.  

A. Summary of Investigation 

The Court’s August 7, 2006, Order directed the Monitor to obtain the information 

necessary to fully apprise the Court of the circumstances involved in any amended decisions 

that were not purely clerical and that affected class members’ debt relief. The Court further 

ordered the Monitor to attempt to resolve any problems regarding class members who received 

amended Adjudicator decisions that changed their debt relief. The Monitor’s efforts to 

determine the proper scope of class member debt relief are described below. Part of that process 

included obtaining information from USDA regarding each of the potentially affected class 

members. USDA has fully cooperated with all of the Monitor’s requests for information. The 

Monitor has also worked with the parties to resolve several potentially problematic cases. The 

parties appear to have reached agreement on the appropriate scope of debt relief mandated by 

the Consent Decree and the February 7, 2001, Debt Relief Stipulation and Order (“Debt Relief 

Stipulation and Order”) for all class members in the amended decisions universe that is 

addressed by this report.20 The Monitor believes that the parties’ conclusions are in compliance 

with the Consent Decree and the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order. Described below are the 

results of the Monitor’s investigation and the remaining steps the Monitor believes are 

                                                 
20  The parties discussed problems relating to implementation of the relief required by the Consent 
Decree and by the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order, and the parties discussed problems relating to 
implementation of USDA’s Information Memo for the Monitor, Memo #4 (“Memo #4”) (attached as 
Exhibit 2). This report focuses only on implementation of relief required by the Consent Decree and the 
Debt Relief Stipulation and Order. To the extent that the parties may have disagreements about 
implementation of Memo #4, those disagreements are not discussed in this report. 
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necessary to ensure appropriate implementation of Pigford debt relief for this universe of 

claims. 

B. How the Monitor Analyzed the Amendments’ Effect on Debt Relief 

Prevailing Track A credit claimants’ entitlement to debt relief arises from the Consent 

Decree and from the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order. Read together, the Consent Decree and 

Debt Relief Stipulation and Order provide that Track A debt relief is a function of the 

Adjudicator’s findings of discrimination. 

1. The Consent Decree and Debt Relief Stipulation and Order 

The Consent Decree provides debt relief for class members who prevail on Track A 

credit claims. The Consent Decree debt relief provision provides in relevant part: 

USDA shall discharge all of the class member’s outstanding debt to USDA 
that was incurred under, or affected by, the program(s) that was/were the 
subject of the ECOA claim(s) resolved in the class member’s favor by the 
adjudicator. The discharge of such outstanding debt shall not adversely 
affect the claimant’s eligibility for future participation in any USDA loan or 
loan servicing program. 

Consent Decree, ¶ 9(a)(iii)(A). 

On February 7, 2001, the parties stipulated and the Court ordered that class members 

who are entitled to debt relief under the Consent Decree are entitled to the following: 

The relief to be provided in [the debt relief paragraphs] of the Consent 
Decree to a class member who prevails on a claim of credit discrimination 
includes all debts which were identified by the Adjudicator . . . as having 
been affected by the discrimination. Additionally, such relief includes all 
debts incurred at the time of, or after, the first event upon which a finding of 
discrimination is based, except that such relief shall not include: (a) debts 
that were incurred under FSA programs other than those as to which a 
specific finding of discrimination was made by the Adjudicator or 
Arbitrator with respect to the class member (e.g., the Operating Loan 
program [OL program], the Farm Ownership loan program [FO program], 
the Emergency Loan program [EM program], etc.); (b) debts that were 
incurred by the class member prior to the date of the first event upon which 
the Adjudicator’s or Arbitrator’s finding of discrimination is based, or 
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(c) debts that were the subject of litigation separate from this action in 
which there was a final judgment as to which all appeals have been forgone 
or completed. 

Debt Relief Stipulation and Order, ¶ 2 (footnote omitted). 

2. Two-Step Debt Relief Process 

To determine whether class members who received amended decisions received the 

appropriate Pigford debt relief, the Monitor applied a two-step process. In step one, the Monitor 

determined the “debt affected by” discrimination for each class member’s claim. In step two, 

the Monitor determined the appropriate “forward sweep.” Each of these steps is explained 

below. 

a. Debt “Affected By” Discrimination 

The first sentence of the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order quoted above provides that 

each prevailing class member is entitled to debt relief for all debts identified by the Adjudicator 

as having been affected by discrimination. 

b. “Forward Sweep” 

The second sentence of the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order quoted above provides 

that each prevailing class member is entitled to debt relief for all subsequent loans incurred in 

the same program(s) as the loan(s) that were identified by the Adjudicator as having been 

affected by discrimination. This “forward sweep” debt relief has been implemented to apply to 

all debt in the loan program(s) at issue from the date of the first event upon which a finding of 

discrimination is based through the end of the class period (December 31, 1996). 
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c. The Formula 

As a result of the provisions cited above, the identification of the appropriate debt relief 

for each class member has two parts: 

(1) Each loan or loan attempt identified by the Adjudicator as 
having been affected by discrimination 

Plus 

(2) All subsequent loans in the identified loan program(s) until the 
end of the class period. 

For example, in the claim that corresponds to unique identification number 49, the 

Adjudicator’s decision found discrimination in the context of a 1991 Operating Loan.21 

Therefore, the claimant is entitled to debt relief regarding all Operating Loans that he or she 

incurred from the time of the 1991 event that formed the basis for the finding of discrimination 

through December 31, 1996. 

C. Locating the Adjudicator’s Finding of Discrimination in Amended Decisions 

The format of Track A decisions is described on page 9 above. The Monitor and the 

parties treat the Adjudicator’s narrative text, generally found on page 2 of the Track A decision, 

as the controlling document for purposes of calculating debt relief. This is despite the fact that 

some Track A decisions specify on page 3 what debt is to be forgiven. 

There are at least two sets of problems with treating the computer-generated text on 

page 3 as authoritative as to debt relief. First, occasionally there are clerical errors in the process  

                                                 
21  The Monitor filed Exhibits B through E with the Monitor’s April 7, 2006 Amended Decisions report 
listing information regarding the claims of class members who had received “technical” or “substantive” 
amendments to their original Adjudicator decisions. Those exhibits use unique identification numbers 
rather than claim numbers for each claim. The Monitor uses those same unique identification numbers in 
this report. The claim with unique identifier number 49 can be found on Exhibit B, C, and E of the 
Monitor’s April 7, 2006 Report. 
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of generating page 3 of the decision. Since page 2 is the source document for the information 

found on page 3, page 2 is more reliable. The second problem, which is more significant, relates 

to timing.22 Approximately 20,118 claimants had received Track A decisions as of February 7, 

2001—the date of issuance of the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order. In 11,947 of those 20,118 

decisions, the claimant had prevailed on a Track A credit claim. According to the Facilitator, the 

formula used by the Facilitator to code the page 3 debt relief language in those 11,947 decisions 

was different from the formula the Facilitator later adopted in an effort to conform to 

the Stipulation and Order. In most, if not all, cases, the debt relief language in decisions that 

were issued before the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order was not consistent with the provisions 

of the Order. 

The parties did not require the Facilitator to re-write and re-issue the text of previously 

issued Track A relief pages to bring them into compliance with the Debt Relief Stipulation and 

Order. Aware of the fact that the relief pages of Track A decisions were not updated to comply 

with the Order, USDA agreed to implement the terms of the Order based on the text of the 

Adjudicator’s narrative on page 2 of Track A decisions.23 

D. Determining Whether Class Members Received Appropriate Debt Relief 

The Monitor reviewed each of the claims in which class members received an amended 

decision to determine the appropriate debt relief. Because of the problems explained above  

                                                 
22  The background regarding this situation is explained in more detail in the letter from the Facilitator. 
Monitor’s Progress Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, Exhibit 1, Letter from the Facilitator, 
at 3 (Jan. 16, 2007). 
23  Although the key document for determining debt relief is the Adjudicator narrative text on page 2 of 
the decision, the Monitor’s review included amended decisions that changed the USDA loan program or 
year identified on page 3 of the Adjudicator decision. The Monitor included these claims in the review to 
ensure that debt relief was properly calculated and implemented in all amended decision cases. 
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regarding the relief page of most Track A decisions, the Monitor looked to the Adjudicator’s 

narrative text on page 2 of each original decision and each amended decision. The Monitor also 

reviewed any Monitor decisions and any Adjudicator reexamination decisions that a class 

member may have received. Finally, the Monitor reviewed several categories of USDA records 

regarding each affected claimant. The records included USDA’s Current/Past Debt Inquiry 

records (CPDI), Online Borrower History records (OBH), archived microfiche loan records, 

Equity Recapture Screens, and, in some cases, certifications of no loan history. Samples of 

some of these records along with a narrative explanation of how to read the records are included 

in Exhibit 1. The sample records are redacted to remove any information about the claimants’ 

identities. 

The steps taken to determine whether the class members in this universe who prevailed 

on credit claims received the appropriate debt relief are described in Table 1. 

Table 1: Steps To Determine Whether Class Member Received Proper Debt Relief 

Step Description 

1. Analyze Adjudicator 
Decisions 

The Monitor reviewed the class member’s original and 
amended Adjudicator decisions to determine the dates of the 
adjudication decisions and to determine the formula for the 
class member’s entitlement to debt relief. 

For example, in the claim with unique identification number 
134, the Adjudicator found discrimination in the context of 
USDA’s Operating Loan (OL) and Farm Ownership Loan (FO) 
programs in 1983. This finding entitles the claimant to the relief 
of all Operating Loans (OLs) and Farm Ownership Loans (FOs) 
received between the date of the 1983 event that formed the 
basis of the finding of discrimination and December 31, 1996. 
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Table 1: Steps To Determine Whether Class Member Received Proper Debt Relief 

Step Description 

2. Identify Loans 
Outstanding at Time of 
Initial Prevailing 
Adjudication Decision 

The Monitor reviewed USDA loan records, including but not 
limited to Current/Past Debt Inquiries (CPDIs) and Online 
Borrower Histories (OBHs), to identify loans that were 
outstanding at the time of the initial prevailing adjudication 
decision. 

For example, in the claim with unique identification number 
134, the claimant had three outstanding loans at the time of the 
Adjudicator’s initial prevailing adjudication decision: an 
Operating Loan (OL) that originated in 1989, and an Operating 
Loan (OL) and a Farm Ownership Loan (FO) that originated in 
1990. 

3. Determine Which Loans 
Should Be Subject to 
Debt Relief 

The Monitor determined which of the loans identified in step 
two, above, should be subject to debt relief according to the 
narrative text on page 2 of the final adjudication decision. 

For example, because the claimant with unique identification 
number 134 had a finding of discrimination relating to a 1983 
Operating Loan (OL) and a 1983 Farm Ownership Loan (FO), 
the Operating Loans he received in 1989 and 1990 and the 
Farm Ownership Loan he received in 1990 were all subject to 
Pigford debt forgiveness pursuant to “forward sweep.” 

4. Determine Whether 
Relief Was Fully 
Implemented 

The Monitor assessed the data discussed above to determine 
whether each class member who prevailed on a credit claim 
received all of the debt relief to which he or she is entitled. 
Additionally, the Monitor assessed whether USDA accepted 
voluntary payments on debts after those debts should have been 
forgiven, and whether the government took funds by 
administrative or Treasury offset to satisfy any debt subject to 
Pigford debt forgiveness after January 1, 1999.24 

For example, in the claim with unique identification number 
134, USDA granted Pigford debt forgiveness for the claimant’s 
1989 and 1990 Operating Loans as well as his 1990 Farm 
Ownership Loan. In addition, USDA refunded the voluntary 
payments the claimant had made on his loans after the date of 
the initial prevailing Adjudicator decision. 

                                                 
24  For an explanation of offsets, see USDA Notice FLP-197, Collecting Farm Loan Program (FLP) 
Debt by Administrative Offset for Pigford v. Glickman Claimants (Apr. 6, 2001) (available at the Office 
of the Monitor website at http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/flp/). 
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Table 1: Steps To Determine Whether Class Member Received Proper Debt Relief 

Step Description 

5. No Adverse Effect 
Analysis 

USDA has a “no adverse effect” policy which was explained in 
detail in the Monitor’s March 29, 2007 Second Progress Report 
on Adjudicator Decisions.25 In essence, this policy should 
ensure that debt that receives Pigford debt forgiveness—and 
debt that would have received Pigford debt forgiveness had it 
still been outstanding at the time of the Pigford adjudication—
will not be used as a reason to deny loans or loan servicing to 
the claimant in the future.26 USDA uses a computer program to 
keep track of the loans that should not form the basis for future 
adverse action. One certain page or screen in that computer 
program, called the “ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot,” is 
currently the key document used by USDA in implementation 
of its “no adverse effect” policy. 

In step five of the analysis, the Monitor assessed the coding of 
the ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot for each affected claimant to 
determine whether it contains accurate information regarding 
the claimant’s prevailing claims. 

For example, in the claim with unique identification number 
134, the ADPS Civil Rights Screen Shot accurately showed that 
the claimant is entitled to forgiveness of Operating Loans and 
Farm Ownership Loans from 1983 through 1996. 

6. Recommend Corrective 
Action 

Based on the information and analysis described above, the 
Monitor’s office prepared recommendations for the parties. The 
parties each had the opportunity to provide their views as to the 
proper result in these cases. In the end, the parties reached 
agreement as to the proper outcome in each affected case. The 
Monitor believes that these outcomes are in compliance with 
the Consent Decree and the Debt Relief Stipulation and Order. 

                                                 
25  Ordinarily, if USDA forgives or writes-off debt and the forgiveness causes a loss to the government, 
that forgiveness has an adverse effect on the farmer’s ability to obtain future loans or loan servicing from 
USDA. See, for example, 7 C.F.R. §§ 1941.12(a)(8), 1943.12(a)(10) (2007). USDA’s “no adverse 
effect” policy is intended to ensure that debt that is forgiven due to the Consent Decree (and debt that 
would have been forgiven by the Consent Decree had it not already been forgiven through some other 
program or paid off) does not cause such an adverse effect. 
26  The policy is found in USDA Notice FLP-460, Priority Consideration for Prevailing Claimants, at 8 
(May 23, 2005) (available at the Office of the Monitor website at http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/flp/). 
The policy is explained in detail in Monitor Update No. 14, which is available at the Office of the 
Monitor website at http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/updates/. 
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E. Remaining Debt Relief Implementation Steps 

In the course of examining the documents related to this universe of cases, the Monitor 

became aware of several issues that are problematic in USDA’s debt relief implementation 

system. Some of the issues relate only to amended decisions. Other issues came to the 

Monitor’s and the parties’ attention as a result of the amended decisions investigation, but they 

relate to the Pigford-wide debt relief system. 

The problems that were raised by the amended decisions cases—those which relate only 

to amended decisions, and those which relate to class-wide debt relief—now appear to have 

been resolved in principle. For some, steps remain to be taken to achieve full implementation. 

The steps that need to be taken are discussed below. 

The Monitor notes that USDA has been completely cooperative in responding to the 

Monitor’s requests for information about these issues, and in discussions with the Monitor has 

agreed to take additional steps to ensure full implementation of Pigford debt relief for all 

prevailing claimants. The Monitor is not making formal recommendations regarding these steps 

at this time because the Monitor believes that USDA is in the process of implementing solutions 

to these debt relief issues. If any difficulties impede implementation of USDA’s remaining debt 

relief tasks, the Monitor will report to the Court about the difficulties, and, if appropriate, issue 

formal recommendations to the Court to resolve the difficulties. 

The general steps that need to be taken to complete implementation of debt relief are 

listed below. The need for the actions described below applies to all debt relief cases, not only 

amended decisions cases.  

1. System for Refunds of Voluntary Payments 

There are some cases in which, after the date of the initial prevailing Adjudicator 

decision, USDA accepted from claimants voluntary payments on debts that qualify for Pigford 
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debt relief. USDA agrees to refund these payments to the claimants. A system is needed to 

identify these payments and refund them.  

2. System for Refunds of Offsets 

In some cases, USDA took payments owed to claimants by federal entities through a 

mechanism called “offset” and applied the payments to debts that qualify for Pigford debt relief. 

USDA has agreed to refund to the claimants any such offsets taken after January 1, 1999.27 

A system is needed to identify these funds taken by offset and refund them.  

3. System for Determining the Proper Loan Type for Debt Relief 

In some cases, the Adjudicator’s narrative text on page 2 finds discrimination based on a 

certain set of facts in a particular loan program. For example, the decision may find 

discrimination in the late funding of an Operating Loan (OL) in 1983. Later, when USDA 

implements debt relief for the claimant, USDA records reveal that the 1983 loan described in 

the Adjudicator’s decision was actually an Emergency Loan (EM loan). The Debt Relief 

Stipulation and Order requires forgiveness of the debt “affected by” discrimination, along with 

“forward sweep” forgiveness of subsequent loans in the same loan program. In cases in which it 

is clear that the loan referred to in the Track A decision was in a different loan program than the 

program identified by the Adjudicator, USDA has agreed to “switch” the loan type for debt 

relief purposes to provide debt relief in the correct loan program. A system is needed to make 

sure that both the debt “affected by” and the “forward sweep” aspects of debt relief are 

implemented in these “switch” cases. 

                                                 
27  For an explanation of USDA’s Pigford offset policy, see USDA Notice FLP-197, Collecting Farm 
Loan Program (FLP) Debt by Administrative Offset for Pigford v. Glickman Claimants (Apr. 6, 2001) 
(available at the Office of the Monitor website at http://www.pigfordmonitor.org/flp/). 
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4. System for Managing Tax Consequences of Revised Debt Relief 

Implementation of the systems described above will likely trigger increased debt relief, 

which will in turn trigger tax consequences for affected claimants, and the need for further 

Consent Decree federal income tax relief.28 USDA has agreed to coordinate with Class Counsel 

to put a system in place to notify claimants of Pigford-related transactions of this type that may 

have tax consequences for claimants. 

5. System for Implementation of “No Adverse Action” Assurances 

USDA’s current system for ensuring that no adverse action is taken against prevailing 

claimants due to Pigford debt forgiveness (or due to debt that would have received Pigford debt 

forgiveness had it still been outstanding) primarily relies on a computer screen referred to by 

USDA as the ADPS Civil Rights Screen Shot. The Monitor has encouraged USDA to put a 

system in place to make sure that these screen shots are accurately coded, and to make sure that 

USDA county offices understand how to use the screen shots. Alternatively, USDA could 

choose to design and implement a different type of system to communicate “no adverse action” 

information to county offices. This system should take into account issues regarding equity 

recapture screens, and issues regarding surviving spouses.29 

                                                 
28  See Consent Decree, ¶ 9(a)(iii)(C), regarding the tax relief component of relief for prevailing Track 
A credit claims. 
29  Equity recapture screens are the part of USDA’s computer records system that shows certain 
transactions that may indicate outstanding liabilities or losses caused to the government that could form 
the basis of future adverse actions against the borrower. These transactions may include “shared 
appreciation agreements” and “net recovery value buyout agreements” with recapture periods that may 
or may not have expired. For a discussion of these transactions toward the end of the class period, see 7 
C.F.R. §§ 1951.909 (j)-(k), 1951.913, 1951.914 (1996). Surviving spouse issues focus on whether losses 
caused to the government due to loans that were the subject of Pigford debt forgiveness should cause an 
adverse effect for a deceased borrower’s spouse if the spouse, who may have been a co-borrower, seeks 
a future USDA loan. 
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V. FACILITATOR ELIGIBILITY RE-SCREENING 

In the Monitor’s April 7, 2006, Report on Amended Adjudicator Decisions, the Monitor 

advised the Court that in addition to amended Adjudicator decisions, there may have been 

amendments to the “eligibility” determinations made by the Facilitator. The Court’s August 7, 

2006, Order required the Monitor to further investigate and report to the Court regarding any 

claimant who received an initial notification from the Facilitator that they were eligible to 

participate in the claims process and then later received a notice of rejection or other notification 

from the Facilitator resulting in the denial of the claimant’s opportunity to participate in the 

claims process. 

A. Summary of Investigation 

The Monitor requested information from the Facilitator regarding any “amended” 

decisions in the eligibility screening process. The Monitor obtained that information in a letter 

from the Facilitator dated January 15, 2007, which the Monitor has provided to the Court as 

Exhibit 1 to the Monitor’s January 16, 2007, Progress Report on Amended Decisions. The 

Monitor has discussed the re-screening criteria with the Facilitator and shared with the parties 

information provided by the Facilitator. The Facilitator reports that although 4,600 claims were 

re-screened after the Court approved the Consent Decree, no class member was denied 

eligibility to participate in the claims process as a result of re-screening. 

B. Facilitator Eligibility Screening 

Under paragraph 5(f) of the Consent Decree, the Facilitator is charged with the task of 

screening claim packages to determine whether each claimant meets the criteria for class  
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membership. The Consent Decree requires the Facilitator to make this determination within 

twenty days of receiving a completed claim package. If a claimant is determined to be a class 

member, the Consent Decree requires the Facilitator to assign the class member a Consent 

Decree case number and forward the claim to Class Counsel and USDA and to the Adjudicator 

(Track A) or the Arbitrator (Track B), as appropriate. If a claimant is found not to be a class 

member, the Consent Decree requires the Facilitator to notify the claimant and the parties’ 

counsel of that finding. 

C. Screening of First 4,600 Claims 

The Facilitator’s January 15, 2007, letter, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Monitor’s 

January 16, 2007, Progress Report, describes the actions taken to implement the Facilitator’s 

eligibility screening process prior to the Court’s final approval of the Consent Decree. 

According to the Facilitator, with the agreement of the parties, the Facilitator began screening 

Claim Sheet and Election Forms after January 5, 1999, the date on which the Court granted 

preliminary approval of the Consent Decree. Shortly after the Court granted final approval of 

the Consent Decree on April 14, 1999, the parties met with the Facilitator to finalize the 

screening procedures for completed Claim Sheet and Election Forms. The final screening 

procedures differed from the screening procedures the Facilitator had used for the first 4,600 

claims. 

D. Re-Screening of 4,600 Claims 

The Facilitator indicated that beginning in May 1999, by agreement of the parties, the 

Facilitator re-screened the first 4,600 claims using the final screening procedures. This re-

screening process was completed in July 1999. The Facilitator reports that each of the 4,600  
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claimants received notification of the re-screening. In the cases in which deficiencies in the 

Claim Sheet and Election Form were identified, the claimant was given notice and an 

opportunity to cure the deficiency by October 12, 1999, the 180-day deadline for the submission 

of claim packages. Appendix D to the Facilitator’s January 15, 2007, letter contains samples of 

the letters that the Facilitator sent to claimants whose claim packages were re-screened by the 

Facilitator from May to July 1999. 

E. Results of Re-Screening 

The Facilitator has reported to the Monitor that the Facilitator’s computer database is 

dynamic and therefore does not contain information regarding how many of the 4,600 claimants 

were initially deemed eligible but then received a notice of deficiency as a result of the re-

screening process. The Facilitator reported to the Monitor that all claimants who received a 

notice of deficiency as a result of the re-screening process were able to cure that deficiency. The 

Facilitator reports that of the 122 claimants who were denied eligibility in the group of 4,600, 

none had previously been deemed eligible. In other words, none of the 122 who were ultimately 

ineligible became ineligible as a result of the re-screening process. 

The Monitor has discussed the Facilitator’s re-screening process with counsel for the 

government and with Class Counsel. Neither party has identified any concerns with the 

Facilitator’s re-screening process or the results of that re-screening process.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Monitor has worked with the Facilitator and USDA to obtain the information 

needed to assess the effect of amended decisions on both eligibility for the claims process and 

on relief provided to prevailing claimants for the groups of claimants identified in the Court’s  
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August 7, 2006, Order. The Monitor has worked with Class Counsel and with counsel for the 

government to analyze the appropriate cash relief and debt relief for each of the class members 

who received amended Adjudicator decisions. The Monitor has reviewed with the parties the 

information provided by the Facilitator regarding the re-screening of the first 4,600 claims for 

eligibility. The Monitor has received the full cooperation of the Facilitator and the parties in 

addressing the matters the Court has directed the Monitor to investigate. The Monitor found no 

outstanding problems that require the Court’s attention at this time. The Monitor will continue 

to work with the parties to ensure that debt relief systems are implemented, and to ensure that 

each class member receives the debt relief and cash relief that they have been awarded and that 

the parties have agreed is appropriate. 

The Monitor anticipates that over the next month the parties and the Monitor will 

establish a timetable for completion of the tasks that must be accomplished in order to: 

1. Complete reporting regarding the universe of amended decisions claims 
addressed in this report; 

2. Complete implementation of cash and debt relief for the universe of amended 
decisions claims addressed in this report; and 

3. Complete implementation of class-wide debt relief as to all prevailing credit 
claims that have already completed the adjudication process. 

The Monitor anticipates that the bulk of those tasks can be completed over the next three 

months. The Monitor recommends that the Court order the Monitor to continue to work with the 

parties on the implementation tasks described in this report and to report back to the Court on or  
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before October 11, 2007, regarding the tasks that have been completed and the tasks, if any, that 

remain to be completed.  

 

Dated: July 9, 2007. 

 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
s/Randi Ilyse Roth             
Randi Ilyse Roth 
Monitor 
Post Office Box 64511 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0511 
877-924-7483 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 1 



Sample Debt Relief Records 

Information regarding recent USDA loan activity is available through USDA’s borrower 
database.1 The Monitor relied primarily on the results of two types of USDA database searches 
in analyzing debt relief for each claimant. One of those searches, the Current/Past Debt Inquiry 
(CPDI), provides an overview of all loans to a specific borrower that have not been purged from 
USDA’s borrower database.2 The other search, the Online Borrower History Inquiry (OBH), 
provides detailed information for each of the loans identified in the CPDI.3 The Monitor’s 
understanding of the meaning of the codes used in the screen prints in this exhibit is based on 
USDA Information Memo for the Monitor, Memo #6, “Interpreting USDA Computer and 
Archived Records” (May 2, 2005) (“Memo #6”). Memo #6 is attached to this report as Exhibit 3. 

This “Sample Debt Relief Records” exhibit illustrates how to understand debt relief 
records by analyzing the records of two claimants in this universe of decisions. 

Example #1: Unique Identification Number 49 

The attached sample documents are redacted CPDI and OBH search results for the claim 
with unique identification number 49. The adjudication decision for this claim found 
discrimination in the context of USDA’s Operating Loan (OL) program in 1991. 

As explained in the text of this report, based on this finding of discrimination, this 
claimant is entitled to “affected by” debt relief for the 1991 OL found to have been affected by 
discrimination, and is entitled to “forward sweep” debt relief. “Forward sweep” debt relief 
generally applies to loans in the same loan program as the loan found to be affected by 
discrimination. The loan program can be identified by a “Fund Code.” The codes for the main 
types of loan programs at issue are: 

Operating Loan (OL):  44 
Farm Ownership Loan (FO):  41 
Emergency Loan (EM):  43 

Therefore, this claimant’s “forward sweep” loans would be all loans with Fund Code 44 
that were incurred between the date of the 1991 event that formed the basis of the finding of 
discrimination and December 31, 1996. 

                                                 
1  USDA periodically purged its borrower database of loan information that met certain purge criteria. 
The last purge occurred in 1993. See USDA Information Memo for the Monitor, Memo # 6, “Interpreting 
USDA Computer and Archived Records” (May 2, 2005) (attached as Exhibit 3). For the purposes of this 
report, the Monitor relied on USDA’s borrower database for the identification of loans that were 
outstanding at the time a claimant received an Adjudicator decision.  
2  Each line of the CPDI contains information regarding a single loan. 
3  Separate OBH searches contain information for each individual loan. Each line of the OBH contains 
information regarding a single transaction. 
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CPDI (Current/Past Debt Inquiry) 

Several loans appear in this claimant’s CPDI. Some were resolved prior to the 
Adjudicator’s initial decision. Others are still outstanding.  

Arrow #1 points to loans with “Last Payment Dates” in 1988 and 1990 and “Fully Paid 
Codes” of R00 and T05. This indicates that these loans, loan numbers 6, 7, and 8, were resolved 
in 1988 and in 1990, and were therefore resolved prior to the Adjudicator’s decision. These loans 
were either paid in full (R00) or rescheduled (T05).  

Arrow #2 points to three loans with no “Fully Paid Code.” This indicates that these 
loans, loan numbers 9, 10, and 11, are still outstanding. The “Date of Loan” for these loans is 
April 16, 1990. Because these loans were incurred before 1991, the date identified in the 
Adjudicator’s decision as when discrimination occurred, these loans are not subject to Pigford 
debt relief. 

Arrow #3 points to an Operating Loan (Fund Code (FD CD) of 44) that originated in 
1991 as loan number 12. This appears to be the loan that the Adjudicator found to be affected by 
discrimination.  

Arrow #4 points to a “Fully Paid Code” of S00 for loan number 12. This indicates that 
loan number 12 was resolved through a USDA regulatory provision referred to as “debt 
settlement.” 

No other Operating Loans appearing in the CPDI seem to be the proper subject of 
Pigford debt relief.4 

OBH (Online Borrower History) 

The OBH provides more detailed information about the claimant’s loan history. 
Arrow #5 points to the first cash advance on loan number 12, and indicates that this loan closed 
on June 17, 1991.  

Arrow #6 points to the debt settlement of loan number 12. The OBH confirms that the 
debt settlement occurred in 2001. Loan number 12, therefore, was resolved by debt settlement 
after the Adjudicator’s decision, which occurred in 1999. There are no payments or 
administrative offsets reflected in the OBH for this loan. This suggests that no refunds are due to 
this claimant. 

ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot 

The ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot accurately reflects the relief for this claimant. 
Arrow #7 points to years (1991-1996) and loan program (OL) for which this claimant is entitled 
to relief. 

                                                 
4  The Monitor also reviewed the OBH searches for all of the loans identified in the CPDI to determine 
that no other loans were subject to Pigford debt forgiveness. 
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Example #2: Unique Identification Number 134 

The attached sample documents are redacted CPDI and OBH search results, as well as 
archived records, for the claim with unique identification number 134. The adjudication decision 
for this claim found discrimination in the context of USDA’s Operating Loan (OL) and Farm 
Ownership Loan (FO) programs in 1983. Therefore, this claimant is entitled to “affected by” 
debt relief for the 1983 OL and FO loans that formed the basis of the finding of discrimination, 
and is entitled to “forward sweep” debt relief for all OL and FO loans incurred between the date 
of the 1983 event that formed the finding of discrimination and December 31, 1996. 

CPDI (Current/Past Debt Inquiry) 

Three loans in the CPDI were subject to Pigford debt relief. 

Arrow #8 points to loan numbers 24, 25, and 26. Each of these loans has a “Last 
Payment Date” near in time to the Adjudicator’s initial decision.5 The Fund Code (FD CD) of 41 
for loan number 24 indicates that it is a Farm Ownership Loan. Fund Code 44 for loan numbers 
25 and 26 indicate that they are Operating Loans.  

Arrow #9 points to the “Fully Paid Codes” S00 and S03. These codes indicate that all 
three of these loans were resolved through “debt settlement.”6 The remaining debt relief analysis 
of this claim focuses on USDA’s records regarding the Claimant’s Farm Ownership Loan. 

OBH (Online Borrower History) and Archived Records 

The OBH helps trace a loan back to its origination and identify payments, offsets, and 
refund.  

Arrow #10 points to an August 15, 1994 transaction transferring loan number 23 to loan 
number 24. This loan had been reamortized several times and USDA provided archived records 
that suggest it originated in 1983 as loan number 02.7  

                                                 
5  The initial Adjudicator decision was on November 1, 1999. The Last Payment Dates for loan numbers 
24 and 26 are November 1, 1999, and April 15, 1999, for loan number 25. The Monitor also reviewed the 
OBH searches for all of the loans identified in the CPDI to determine that no other loans were subject to 
Pigford debt forgiveness. 
6  Further analysis of USDA’s records indicates that the two Operating Loans, loan numbers 25 and 26, 
originated in 1989 and 1990 and both were rescheduled in 1994. These Operating Loans, therefore, were 
subject to forgiveness under “forward sweep” because they originated after the date of the event that 
formed the basis of the finding of discrimination. Both Operating Loans, loan numbers 25 and 26, were 
resolved through “debt settlement.” There were no refundable payments or offsets associated with these 
loans. 
7  In some cases, such as this one, a loan had been rescheduled or reamortized and the origination of the 
loan was no longer reflected in USDA’s borrower database. In those cases, USDA provided the Monitor’s 
office with archived records containing loan transactions dating back to the beginning of the class period.  
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Arrow #11 points to the origination of loan number 02 in USDA’s archived records. 
Loan 41-24, therefore, appears to have originated as the 1983 FO that was identified in the 
Adjudicator decision as “affected by” discrimination.  

Arrow #12 on the OBH points to a voluntary payment made on loan number 24 by the 
claimant after the date of the initial adjudicator decision.8  

Arrow #13 points to a refund of one of the voluntary payments that had been made by 
the claimant on loan number 24. According to these records, the Claimant made voluntary 
payments that totaled $24,613.50 after the initial adjudicator decision, all of which were 
refunded to the Claimant. 

Arrow #14 points to the debt settlement of loan number 24 after the original Adjudicator 
decision. This debt settlement was processed in December 1999 (PRC DT) with an effective date 
of November 1, 1999.  

Arrow #15 points to the subsequent reversal of this debt settlement of loan number 24 in 
December 1999 (PRC DT).  

Arrow #16 points to the debt settlement of loan number 24. This debt settlement was 
processed on January 5, 2002 (PRC DT). It had an effective date (EFV DT) of November 1, 
1999, the same date as the original Adjudicator decision. It appears, therefore, that the debt 
settlement of this loan after the original Adjudicator decision was reversed and reinstated after 
the August 30, 2001 amended Adjudicator decision. 

ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot 

The ADPS Civil Rights Screenshot accurately reflects the relief for this claimant. 
Arrow #17 points to years (1983 through1996) and loan programs (OL and FO) for which this 
claimant is entitled to relief. 

                                                 
8  Some transactions in this OBH reflect deferral or set aside activity that do not involve any refundable 
payments. There were no offsets associated with this loan. 
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INFORMA TION MEMO FOR THE MONITOR
MEMO#4

FROM: Carolyn B. Cooksie
Deputy Administrator for

Farm Loan Programs

SUBJECT: Criteria for Discharging Loans under the Consent Decree

, USDA's criteria for discharging debts under the Consent Decree is based on the
'Consent Decree itself and the February 7,2001 Stipulation and Order. Relevant to
the discharge of debts, those documents provide as follows:

1. Consent Decree dated April 14, 1999

As per paragraph 9 (a) (iii) (A):

"USDA shall discharge all of the class member's outstanding debt to USDA that
was incurred under, or affected by, the program(s) that was/were the subject of the
ECOA (Equal Credit Opportunity Act) claim(s) resolved in the class member's
favor by the adjudicator." "

As per paragraph 10 (g) (ii):

"USDA shall discharge all of the class member's outstanding debt to the Farm
Service Agency that was incurred under, or affected by, the program(s) that were
the subject of the claim(s) resolved in the class member's favor by the arbitrator."

2. Stipulation and Order dated February 7,2001

As per paragraph 2:

"The relief to be provided in paragraph 9 (a) (iii) (A) & 10 (g) (ii) of the Consent
Decree to a class member who prevails on a claim of credit discrimination
includes all debts which were identified by the Adjudicator or the Arbitrator as
having been affected by the discrimination. * Additionally, such relief includes

all debts incurred at the time of, or after, the first event upon which a finding of
discrimination is based, except that such relief shall not include: (a) debts thatwere incurred under FSA programs other than those as to which a specific finding "
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of discrimination was made by the Adjudicator or Arbitrator with respect to the
class member (e.g., the Operating Loan program (OL program), the Fann
Ownership loan program (Fa), the Emergency Loan program (EM program),
etc.): (b) debts that were incurred by the'class member prior to the date of the first
event upon which the Adjudicator's or Arbitrator's finding of discrimination is
based, or ( c) debts that were the subject of litigation separate from this action in
which there was a final judgement as to which all appeals have forgone or

completed."

* "Debts "affected by" the discrimination will not be forgiven to the

extent that they. were the subject of separate litigation in which
there was a final judgement as to which all appeals have been
forgone or completed."

Scenarios

(a) If the Adjudicator or Arbitrator detennines that the claimant prevails on his or
her credit claim(s) and is entitled to a cash payment and that a specific debt or.
debts is to be discharged (such as an Operating loan (OL) for 1984) then:

, Any amount outstanding for the 1984 OL and any other OL. s made after the

1984 OL up to December 31, 1996 will be discharged.

If no amount is outstanding for the 1984 OL, but other OLs made after the
1984 OL are outstanding, these OLs made up to December 31, 1996 will still

be discharged;.

No other types of loans, such as EM or FO loans, will be discharged, unless
USDA detennines that an outstanding EM clearly was made for operating

purposes.

No OLs made prior to the 1984 OL named by the Adjudicator or Arbitrator
will be discharged, (for instance, a 1983 OL would not be discharged), unless
the Adjudicator or Arbitrators's decision makes a finding of discrimination on
a year prior to 1984. For example, if the decision also found discrimination in
the denial of a 1982 OL, any outstanding OLs from 1982 (rather than 1984) up
to December 31, 1996, will be discharged..

(b) If the Adjudicator or Arbitrator detennines that the ctaimant is entitled to a
cash payment but does not identify any loans to be discharged in the decision,
then:

'I

Any outstanding debts made from the year of the finding(s) of discrimination
UD to December 31,1996, will be discharged. For example, if the finding of

~ '
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discrimination concerns the denial of an application for a 1982 OL, then any
outstanding OLs made from 1982 up to December 31,1996 will be discharged.

No other types of loans, such as EM or Fa loans, will be discharged, unless
USDA determines that an outstanding EM clearly was made for operating

purposes.

(c) Same case scenario as (a) above, but in addition, the Adjudicator or Arbitrator
also identifies a 1995 EM loan to be discharged. Then, in addition to what the
claimant receives in (a), he or she is also entitled to:

'. The discharge of all EM loans with amounts outstanding made after
the identified 1995 EM loan up to December 31,1996, even if the
identified loan did not have any outstanding balance.

Relief Not Ordered by the Consent Decree

A decision was made by VSDA to refund offsets taken by USDA, between
January 1, 1999 and the date of the Adjudicator's Decision, to claimants who
prevail on Farm Loan issues.

"
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MBMON6 --'

FR. OM :

SUBJBcr:

1bia M8DCnOOUDI doscribOl the opeI~ of the F- Savice A881Cy's (FSA) (a1d its
~~~, the Fi111*8 H~ Admi"j~) co,.-. dat8bale aDd uehived ncoIdI
tor farm~. 1biI Memo~ 1Upercc. MODi- IDfonDation MICIIIOI #2 ~ j3,
both iIIued OD S.t8nbs' 25,2001, - A~~1Dt Deputy AdmiDilCntor Almeda (Dee)
Col.'. letter to tbe Office oftbe Moaitor. ~ J~ 21.2001.

1. SmICture afFSA Pro8r8D LoMI. ('~ RecoIdI.

All of FSA '. .Uunic d8Ia fCJr direct 10-. it stored - a mainhme ~UIa' in a
Alt8Me called d1e Prosnm Loan ~~ S)'If8D (PLAS). The inf0nn8non stored
in PUS includei, but is ~t limited to, direct lOIn pivji8ii typos. ImOUDtI,
dilburMDatts. peyments. w..f~, chlra-. c.-e ~ cbaDae&, 1erVicm,. and debt
881t1emalt. PLAS ~tains infonD8ti~ d8tiaa bICk to 1974, lItbaugb line history
or a borrow.-'.loan tT8I8Ction. it 8V8i1able ooJy &om 1989. 0DWaId. FSA ~ the
~~~ DilCnp8CY ~ns Sy-.n (ADPS) to iaput IDd recrieve ~ to -
hID PLAS. ADPS Uta the AJpba Cro. kef-.ce to ~ by DIme to fuM1 8
1KJnower'. identification numba'. ~1y i"d~~ to . ~ ""bom>w C8C
mIm.,. . which coaIiItI of a .. code, a cou.-y code, aDd die 'borrow«'. IOcialla:urity
mllDber.1u idmtifiC8lion numb8', or Iix or IeY8I diait --- number. UIiDI tbi.I cue
~~, ADPS C81 ~eve loan iDbmation 8bO\d I bonoww dBou8b 8 CUn'mt I PMt
OeMs IDqUiry (CPDI) « 8 Liltina of AU Loana Su-.w (LA). The CPDI illn iuquiry
tb8& provi- the capability to ~ W~ who baYe bad previoua loaDI or have
CUIIWIt 1081». Thi. ~.1m!!!t ~ an CXI1iDe pI'OOe8I thai ~~ the data bale by cue
number md provides 81'8D1Dafy of all 0PaI- fuUy p8id 1OIDI. opentiDl-type credit
~ it8na. aDd -~tI ~ but UDCJOIed tb8t are taed ~ 1M d8tabMe . the
time or tbe ioq Wry. 1be LA ~ a u a-. ~ Ii-. all ~ 81d ~DI-t)Ipe
credit ~ items for b req1ated CMe n~~. Tbe LA ~ ~ to III_~-!!
~ for loan inquiry by pro~ type. LA Ia.-. W8'e IUbmitted in USDA
~ to claims an I ~-sianiftclDt ~~ of ~ (8 1118\ 108/..).

Q. 4$00-1 J AIUINQ/ ~ (AI'cjttW ReeonII)

0rM:e e8Ch ycar. the KCO\mbna inbm8ioo in PLAS ... all bon'Owaa f« 1be ~OUI
CI~-11 year is copied to microfi- . . 450-11 AmmaI S1IIaDa1t. The 450.11
Microfiche.. ~ at FSA'. St. Louis F~ Office 8ad 8iIt fCX' each year ftUD
197. dlrouab d.- ~t. The 450-11 MiaoftcM fw e8Ch Y88' ... «IIDL~ by RIte
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code. tb81 ~unty code. ~ tb.1 the ~.'. caae number. For the yan 1981
tbrouab 1984, the F"mmce Office a1IO majntA1ft8 a let of microfidle ~i:!-t by
bonowa-'. - D-.. ~ die I&aIe. COUDIy,IIM1 ~ number. To ~b the ~So.ll
MjaQficbe roc- a borrowa-t. 1088 ~ die ~ Male cGde. county code, a
*row- cue ~~h!!' lDd/or DIIDC m.-1 be u8Od.

b. ~ RecOP'ds from PUS

There have been three pIrI8 of paid or Iettled farm l~ to he up ~ ~ 00 !be
main&8me axnputcr with the 1Mt oc:cunina ~ AUIUIt 21, 1993. Bec~~ the ~rd
Pur.- W8e ~ b..t ~ 1081 ~1uti~ ~. ~ w-. appliod to 108DI cmly
on the date 0 f tbe ~ it is ~DIe for I bcw1OW.'1 CPD I « LA ~ 10 .-w III
op81l~ I mixQue of paid - op8S 10-..« III paid« Id1Ied 10-.. It is a8
pG-."ble tbat -.DO of a ~--t. P8It lOIDI will not IppeIr .. lit ~ a CPDI « LA
~Ii or thai tb8w win be m CPDI ~rd of a - bonv.Iw -~~ aU of ~
bonvw«'. ~ w-. ~1ved - ~ Cbe cri.ma f« tbe A»&JJa 21, 1993 purae.
PLAS ~-iD! a comp1ctc ~rd of 1111081 tb8t raD8ir* ~ PLAS or wme iIIUed aft«
Auauat 21,1993.

AlllOlD information PS'IiDina to PW'aed fit. were ~td ~ 450-11 Mianficbe.
1b8e Pur.- recorda wae ~ ~ IDiCIOftcbe . ~ Fiche. FSA ~ - ~
~ Fiche in ~8 f« a bonowIr'l pM IoID infOlml8ioD ~UIe the 450-11
Microfiche includa all the loan recorda orbon'O a it the mo8t complete - or
micn>fichc available to FSA.

c. Guaralll" LOG",

IDfOrmibOD re8lldina JU8I8DIeed lO8D8 WM initially -.ed imo PLAS tmoup ADPS
until May 2001. Upc.1 c&OliDa a guarateed Joan, )M)wev.-, dI8 iDbmIti~ reprdiDa
that 1081 i. Il8IIr~ to llep8'IIe dltabue. the OU8r8teed l..O8D Accountjq SyiIaD
(GLAS). S~ May 2001, JUII"81teed 1081 are initially S1tered into OLS 8M! the
oblipbOD is UP"~ed to PLAS. Ak the ~, Oftly minimal ~~ ill!!ta-L~ in
PLAS r..-dioa die ..~ lO8D. If the CPDI ~1udC8 I ~ dIIt tbe bu-uuwa-
received 8ly ~ 10-.. it could ~ am.. tbII the borrow. De\'m" receiv~
direct IO8DI, « that the bonow. hid I'W.eived dir-=t l~ that hid be8) Purl8d. IeaviDa
ODly ~ of the auarantecd IO8DI in PLAS.

2. RlYlndiUl..o8D Obli~ to ~ N~ 510.

Wha1 FSA IPI"'Ovesl new loan. dte tolD 8DOImt it rouIMied 10 the ~ $10. Tbe
AscncY UICS I1arMi8Id 1")8~ nII8 wbaa it ..-ov~ I 1081 <a ~~. a io8D f81UM
orm.s WI'll be ro\axIed.. to $260 AIMi. tequaa ofS2S4 win be R)UDded down to $250).
Any lOIn IbM bM 81 cxiliDllloID 8nGunt tb8t. i. - in. multiple of$10 i.likeIy 1M
r-.alt of Ibc ~aclUrina of m exilCiDlio8a. IM)t I ... 10811.

3. ~ A~tn'.

TbI CPO. iDChaM I column for the ~ ~~ F« ~ opaa 1081. ad..- Ibm thole
wim . Fully Paid Code (Fully Paid C4dc field i. bl8k). dI8 -..omIt ~t1ected iD thi.
~haDD will be i_tical to the 8DOunt oblillled A lia of Fully Paid Code8 is ~hed
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to this mano u Embit B. For mOlt CPDI 10m ~rdI. except u dilCUl8eci below fM
r-.lrUCt\D'ina « debt Iett1aDeDt, a JOIn ImouDt rounded to &be ~ S 1 0, followed by
ODe oltbe Fully Paid Cod88 in Bxh1"bit B, ~-u the 8Do.d oftbe oripDalloan
oblipti~ HowevS', ~ may be aeJect c.- iuvo1vina *krupfcy - ..1mPti~
wbere (be 1081 8IDOUDt may Mt .~r--t dw oriliDalloln obi_on.

4. Loan AmOlUltf After Re.fl,yctwing or Debt s.tJ.,...,.,.

When a lOIn bII beeD ~lved by reltructurina (Fully Paid Code TOS), PLAS ~ in
the Loan Amount c:olunm on the CPDI d1e InlOunt ofpriJM:ipa1 tbIt t..I ~ ~d m the
oriIiDI1 oblilMioo prior to tho ~1IetIKiD.. If ~ priDCiP8i bid bea1 paid on the orilinal
108ft ~ by the date ofioln.viein.. ".00" would IPPIIr in the LO8D Amount
collDlm. Ala resuJt, iftbe CPDI iDdicar. dJar. a 108 bu be.! ~lved by _tnICturlna.
it is not POIIiblc to determine &om the figure in the Loan AmoUDt ~1umn. wbedla'the
loin thai was reItructured wu initially a MW loin or a ~ loan r.u'uctunna. The
on-liDe borrow.. biItory (for 1~ iIIued ftom 1989 oaw8d) a tbe 4SG-ll Miaofid.e
woukl indicaze the oriainaJ ImO\lDt 1« 1108 that WM r8fZUCUed.

When a Joan is ~lved by debt seulemmt (Fully Paid Code $(X) « SO3), PLAS win
usually rct1~ the origiDal Joan amount on the CPDt ~. ~ I)'peI of debt
~ willlet1~ a difrceDt I1MunI. The CPDI colam m8Iked ..t.t Paymeal
Date'" L'!dk~ the J8It time 1 payment ~ credited to the bonow«'. KCOUDI. but is.-
D~~~rily the lame date thai a lO8D IerVicm, or debt lettlanaJt 8CUon took pi8Ce.

4. CoDAeCutivelv Numbered Lo8DA.

When a FSA direct or guannteed farm lOIn i. obJi~ f« 811 iDdividual, it is
automanca11y -Illed a 2 dipt number by PLAS. F« eKh -..v...;, die 10m numbS'l
beIiD with 011Dd are -an«IIeqUalDally. Tbe ~h!!Ilre -pod baled on the
fXd« that the direct or 1U8'U1teed loa is ob1ipl.t M wbCD 1 loan is ~tIUCtUrOd. AI
)0.- ttat lOIn ~~iOD r.- in PLAS f« that borrower's specific loan m.-,
d1e 18D81081 D\Imbw C8InOt be uted frx: ID«ber loan frx: thai bom)w.-"s ~fic cue
number.

Go NOM-If*lWAIidJ l.OQII NJI.b8'6. .A~Ja!! the 1081 DUmb8I are uliJDed in leq&&.maJ
~ ~ oblil8l8S, tt.y may Mt Ipp-.. M RM:b on the CPDI or the 450.11 Microftehe
r=ordl due to die foUowinI:

. A loan number may be miMina ftoom the 8I~ in die CPO}. ~-UIe the loan
WM ~Iv.s - PIrpd 6'WD PLAS.

. Loa ~~~ 74, 75, a 76 C8111CYa' be used.

. A loa may bave b-.lPs-oved md the ftuMII ~lipted. but ~t closed. n. the
Joan is ~~n.t. The loan would - .,.. on the CPDI 8»J/rx: Microfiche.

. In p~~ing a t.u\1CbariDa VmIICUOD (1M) for. ~I~~ I~ the AaS¥:Y
could tkip the ~t av8ilablc loen mDD.ber ~~UM of ~~ complicaJiou.

. Wha1 a IU8l'8nteocllOM i. oblipted. it i. -p.t die next avaiJible DUmber in
the 8I~. Howevw. when that I8De 10111 is cloled in the Guar.ateed 1.O8D
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A~I System (GLAS) (be loan D~~ for b ~ ,,~ loan that me
borrower receiva becomea SO. The oblillaiOD 10m DIDbel' ~..!!~ with that
pmnteed 10m would DOt WMI" in a CPD!; however, in mMt ~ the CPDI
would COntain a DOIItiOD ~ bori"u... received par8tood 1081. No,.: TM
450-1 I MicrojicJl,./or ,~ts boI'To wo..ld 6Mw a bI'e4k i".J~ iflhtr ~
bonoo.., ~ aIIoIl.. di1'8t1 /OQ,. ill 1M /ulIIr,..

b. R.co\/frGbl. c-t l-.. aIId ~ A~ca. LoIn ch8rJeI.lUch u fuel.
advmti8iDa IIMI ft1iD8 fees. feel for ftlina ftnancin,ltl!anertta, etc.. thIt are paid by FSA
OD alllO1D1. oth« thin reaI.aate. .. cb8pd to the bonow ~unt - ~ 10m mImben in PLAS M1iDI wid199.. thai fotlowinl in ~I ord«. TbeIe

lOIn Dumbers willlppear in the CPDllIMI/or 4S0-11 MiCIOficbe.

NOTE: II if pauibl. IJ..J in /Ql.,. yMn of 1M COIUIftI v.c.. cl4u ~od, PUS cowJd
QUip 10 a MW I~ obI~ a loa ~ lidt ADd ~prwWOUIly KIN for G
boITow8r '.f 100" portfolio. n;, COfl1d ~ ill a #iIUQIioft w-. 1M ltMIt for wiich the
~ MW origiIIal/y u.I wa.r ,aoJ J aM ,..0- /roIfI pus.
S. Trm88dion Coda.
All ditbunem-. paym8itl, chIr.-. .viciDa 1CU0Di, aM debt lettJaDentI 8e

c_ified by PII1icular U'mIaCtion coda. A lilt oftbele ~ is ~~bed to 1biI1D8DO
u Exhibit C. TbeIe coda 8'e av8il8ble tbtOUata the ADPS ~liDe Bonow. History IIMI
are reflected in d1e 450-11 Microfiche in a ~hImD !~Ied '"!C." Code 1 F aen-a1lY
I"IR'e8entI the initial diIb~ ofJcen ftaMSllIMI the.. 0(1081. cloliDl. Code FI
(the reverie) is a~.!te!' ~-.ed code that ,...uy reftKta a iUb8*luGt
disb~mt of the I8ne 1080. However, Code Fl can allO r.-ent the initial
diIb\DW8D811 oflO8D fuDds Ind the date of loan closina. The 1 F/FI Tr88Cti~ may
IppC8I' on die 450.11 Mjcn)fid1e liDau1arty or in ~'"iD8!!~ ~ ~ multiple faDd
dilbUl'1aD8lu on the 10m Iftbe ~ of die IFIFI TnDacIi~.-1 the IIDOunI of
the loin. tba1 ~ !ec:ord8 M'e complete r..-UiDI the oriIiDItiOD 0 (the 10811. C odeI 2A.
2B, 2x, Ind 2Y rep~t vlrioos &mns ofregularp&ymeDtlbythe bonow«.

Code 1M repreImtIlom lCrIicinl or reltrucnJrlDg. When. 1081 is ratnlCtund a 1M
~ code willlppelr for die Jut trIn8ICtiOD for d1e oriliDaJlD8D n1lmb8'. - .
1 M tl'lDl8Ction code will ~ f~ die first ttmIICtion of the new 10m numb.-,
typically with the lame b'InIactiOD date.

NOIe: If COIIIpl«e li.Jtiag of l1UIUaCIton coda JlliJizId m lervicillg direct aadlUG rGIIIeM"
fiIn- lOGI&I CQII be providM 4f '8f8I&Jt6d.

EXHIBITS
Exhibit A -tiltina of Valid Currmt/PMt DebCI ~ lad c.b« F8ID Loa Statui
Screen FmMII CoM mid Deecri~
ExhIDil B - UItiD& ofVaJi4 F8m l..O8D Fully Paid ~ aM D8:riptiGDI

Exhibit C - ~y of Forma M8Dual JDIat - Fmm FmHA 4c51-26. PI. 2- Lilting

Aw1iClbIeTrmacti~CodeIadi6zedinPLAS










